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Drug	Design	Data	Resource--D3R	

•  1,	D3R	grand	challenge:	We	collect	data	from	
industry	and	academic	groups	and	run	blind	
challenges	for	pose,	binding	affinity,	free	
energy	predicCons.	

•  2,	ConCnuous	EvaluaCon	of	Ligand	Pose	
PredicCon	(CELPP)	:	weekly	cross-docking	
challenge.		



Drug	Design	Data	Resource--D3R	
drugdesigndata.org/		



CELPP	MoCvaCon	

RCSB	PDB	provides	compound	INCHI	strings	and	the	protein	
polymer	sequence	four	days	prior	to	the	release	of	their	3D	
coordinates,	which	gives	an	opportunity	to	predict	small	
molecule	protein	docked	poses	each	week.	

compound	inchi	string	
and	protein	seq	

3D	coordinates	

Friday	
night	

Tuesday	
night	



Sec$on	1	--	Data	import	
Downloads	the	pre-released	

RCSB	PDB	ligand	inchi	string	and	protein	seq		

Sec$on	2	--	blastnfilter	
Selects	appropriate		
cross-docking	targets	

and	upload	to	our	website		

Sec$on	3	--	docking	
ParCcipants	do	their	own		

docking	and	upload	the	results	

Sec$on	4	--	evalua$on	
Evaluate	the	pose		

PredicCon	against	the		
released	crystal	structure	

CELPP	is	a	Python	
	based	workflow	



CELPP	week	



SecCon	1:	Data	import	



SecCon	1:	Data	import	

•  CELPP	download	the	RCSB	PDB	pre-released	
1,	compound	InternaConal	Chemical	IdenCfiers	(INCHI)	strings	
(query	ligand)	
PDBID		Ligand	ID			Inchi	string	
5IS4							6LY												InChI=1S/C8H10BrNO/c9-7-3-1-6(2-4-7)8(11)5-10/h1-4,8,11H,
5,10H2/t8-/m1/s1	

2,	the	protein	polymer	sequence	(query	protein)	
PDBID	Sequence	number			Sequence	
				5IS4																						1			
STGSATTTPIDSLDDAYITPVQIGTPAQTLNLDFDTGSSDLWVFSSETTASEVDGQTIYTPSKSTTAKLLSG
ATWSISYGDGSSSSGDVYTDTVSVGGLTVTGQAVESAKKVSSSFTEDSTIDGLLGLAFSTLNTVSPTQQKT
FFDNAKASLDSPVFTADLGYHAPGTYNFGFIDTTAYTGSITYTAVSTKQGFWEWTSTGYAVGSGTFKSTS
IDGIADTGTTLLYLPATVVSAYWAQVSGAKSSSSVGGYVFPCSATLPSFTFGVGSARIVIPGDYIDFGPIST
GSSSCFGGIQSSAGIGINIFGDVALKAAFVVFNGATTPTLGFASK	



SecCon	2	–	blastnfilter	

CELPP	blasts	the	query	sequence	against	the	PDB	database	and	finds	similar	proteins	as		
hits,	and	then	we	filter	them	using	few	rules	to	get	the	final	docking	candidates.		



input query sequence 
with ligand information

query filter:
1, must be monomer

2, must have dockable ligands
3, must be protein sequence 

pass the filter ?No 

qualified query 
sequence

Discard

Yes

Blastnfilter	workflows:	
	
Part	1:	Query	filter	



Blastnfilter	workflows	
	
Part	2:	Blast	and	hit	filter	
	

run blast and hit filter:
1, %identity must be higher than 95%

2, %coverage must be higher than 90%
3, experimental methods must be x-rays

pass the filter ?

qualified query 
sequence with all 
qualified hits as 

potential candidates

Discard

No Yes

qualified query 
sequence

PDB blast 
database



candidate filter:
1, LMCSS filter
2, SMCSS filter

3, hiTanimoto filter
4, hiResHolo filter
5, hiResApo filter

qualified query 
sequence with all 
qualified hits as 

potential candidates

SMCSS, hiTanimoto, hiResHolo, and hiResApo structures 
are all aligned to LMCSS. And for all candidate proteins with 
ligand (LMCSS, SMCSS, hiTanimoto, hiResHolo) only the 

chain with ligand will be retained.

Blastnfilter	workflows	
	
Part	3:	candidate	filter	

LMCSS
(candidate 
protein with 

ligand sharing 
the largest 

MCSS to the 
target ligand)

SMCSS
(candidate 
protein with 

ligand sharing 
the smallest 
MCSS to the 
target ligand)

hiTanimoto
(candidate 
protein with 

ligand sharing 
highest 

structural 
similarity to the 
target ligand )

hiResHolo
(highest 

resolution 
ligand-bound 

candidate 
protein)

hiResApo
(highest 

resolution 
unbound 
candidate 
protein)

LMCSS
(candidate 
protein with 

ligand sharing 
the largest 

MCSS to the 
target ligand)

MCSS:	Maximum		
Common	Substructure	



Blastnfilter	reports	

query,	5is4	
ph,	4.6	
ligand,	6LY	
inchi,	InChI=1S/C8H10BrNO/c9-7-3-1-6(2-4-7)8(11)5-10/h1-4,8,11H,5,10H2/t8-/
m1/s1	
size,	12	
rotatable_bond,	2	
LMCSS,	4y4j,	LNR,	chain:	A,	(size:	13,	mcss_size:	11,	resoluCon:	1.03)	
LMCSS,	4y5k,	489,	chain:	A,	(size:	12,	mcss_size:	11,	resoluCon:	1.44)	
SMCSS,	4y4d,	CFF,	chain:	A,	(size:	14,	mcss_size:	3,	resoluCon:	1.27)	
hiResHolo,	1oew,	SUI,	chain:	A,	(resoluCon:		0.9)	
hiResApo,	4y5l	
hiTanimoto,	4y5k,	489,	chain:	A,	(tanimoto_similarity:	0.70,	resoluCon:	1.44)	

Query	PDBID	

Query	LigandID	

Heavy	atom	num	

Candidates	info	
Type,	
PDBID,	
LigandID	
…	



Aker	blastnfilter,	we	release	the	data	package	through	box.com	

Files	we	release		



SecCon	3	–	docking	

	
•  1,	Ligand	and	protein	preparaCon	
•  2,	Grid	generaCon	and	docking	
	

ParCcipants	could	join	in	the	challenge	in	this	stage	with	customized	preparaCon	
and	docking	methods	and	send	us	the	docked	poses	for	evaluaCon.		
		



Aker	docking,	parCcipants	will	send	the	docked	structures	to	box.com	

Files	which	we	get	from	parCcipants		



CELPPade	will	help	handle	the	data	downloading	and	uploading,	and	it	
provides	a	template	for	ligand,	protein	preparaCon,	and	docking.	

Released	
data	

Docked	
structure	

Ligand	and	
protein	
prep	

docking	

CELPPade	

Ligand	and	
protein	
prep	

docking	



SecCon	4	–	EvaluaCon	

•  1,	Evaluate	the	pose	predicCon	using	mulCple	scoring	matrixes	like	RMSD,	RSCC	
and	potenCally	ROCS,	protein	ligand	interacCon	fingerprint	etc.	

•  2,	We	will	then	send	the	overall	staCsCcs	to	the	parCcipants.		



Below	is	the	RMSD	result	of	an	internal	submission	using	Glide	



MoCvaCon:	Some	cases	found	in	the	D3R	grand	challenge	
evaluaCons	suggested	that	beside	RMSD,	other	pose	
predicCon	evaluaCon	matrixes	like	RSCC	maybe	also	useful.		

RSCC:	real-space	correlaCon	coefficient	is	a	measure	of	the	
similarity	between	an	electron-density	map	calculated	
directly	from	a	structural	model	and	one	calculated	from	
experimental	data.	

	

Using	other	metrics	to	evaluate	the	pose	predicCon?	



RMSD	vs	RSCC	–	Case	1	

Case	1:	
	
rscc_d/rscc_c=0.86			RMSD=8.4	
	
The	rscc	score	is	good	while	the	RMSD	is	not	

In	most	of	the	cases,	RSCC	results	agreed	with	the	RMSD,	
while	there	are	several	outliers	

Yellow:	crystal	ligand		
Green:	docked	ligand	



Green:	crystal	ligand		
Red:	docked	ligand	

Case	2:	
	
rscc_d/rscc_c=0.96			RMSD=1.6	
	
The	RSCC	is	perfect	and	the	RMSD	is	
also	good	while	could	we	make		the	
RMSD	bemer?	

RMSD	vs	RSCC–	Case	2			



Case	3:	
	
rscc_d/rscc_c=0.16			RMSD=1.7	
	
The	RMSD	is	good	while	the	RSCC	is	not	

RMSD	vs	RSCC	–	Case	3	

Yellow:	crystal	ligand		
Green:	docked	ligand	



Lessons	learned	from	RMSD	vs	RSCC	

•  1,	RMSD	has	advantage	if	the	ligand	just	shiks	a	limle	bit	
–	case	3	

•  2,	RSCC	suggests	that	we	may	need	different	crystal	
models	–	case	1,	2			

•  3,	We	may	need	other	metrics	like	protein	ligand	
fingerprint,	ROCS	score	etc.	



How	to	parCcipate?	

•  CELPP	overview:	drugdesigndata.org/about/celpp	
	

•  Google	group:	groups.google.com/forum/#!forum/celpp-
developers	
	

•  CELPP	GitHub	Wiki:github.com/drugdata/d3r/wiki	
	

Contact	us	directly	at	drugdesigndata@gmail.com	
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